
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

 Conclusions of author on this research of food photography on photo book 

to Tanjung Balai Karimun consist of MDLC method as following below:  

1. Culinary Tourism one of the most popular type of travel that people 

always aimed for. 

2. Method was being used on creating this photo book was MDLC 

Method. 

3. The duration of visiting this place was around 3 Days (72 Hours) the 

result was to gather material data that needed to be used on making this 

photo book. 

4. The result of photo book will be placed on Universitas International 

Batam Gallery as a reference and also a guide to junior students or even 

visitors 

5. The photo book picture was taken only by Digital Phones (iphone 

6S) and was layouted by using Corel Draw as Software. 

5.2 Recommendations 

 The recommendations for this research of making Food Photography on 

Photo Book. 

1. Even with technology rising up in 2020, using e-book brings a lot of 

convenience to people and being able to access contents at their fingertips. However, 

some would prefer the physical copy of books, Reading the physical copy books 

enables readers to read in comfort and not straining their eyes to the lightning of 

phone. Furthermore, some readers like the texture of physical books as compared 

to e-books 

2. Some missing key points on author project is that, some historical food 

places, where people tend to visit places that are common. Undiscovered have yet 

to be found at Tanjung Balai Karimun 
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3. Quality of the digital phone that we have right now it’s not the best out there 

on the market. With better newer phones of 2019-2020, taking picture will resulting 

a better quality, as well as newer smartphones have macro mode and portrait mode. 

4. Color adjusting is also necessary to bring up the enjoyment of readers who 

are reading the photo book, software such as Adobe Lightroom. After color 

adjustment, brightness and contrast adjustment is also a key point here to improve 

readers on reading the photobook as well as visualizing on what they will expect 

when they arrive on spot. 
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